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Adding video subtitles 

If you want to add subtitles in a video, you’ll need to follow 3 steps: 

1. Download the video if necessary 

2. Upload the video to the YouTube Video Manager 

3. Add subtitles to the video in the YouTube editor  

Downloading videos 
The Video DownloadHelper (Firefox add-on) is probably still one of the easiest ways to 

download a video. First of all you’ll have to install the Mozilla Firefox Browser on your computer 

(currently version 45.0.2). Firefox works with Windows, Mac OS X and Linux. It’s available in 

most European languages: 

Mozilla Firefox download page 

Once Firefox is installed, choose Extra < Add-Ons. Search for DownloadHelper and click Install. 

Restart your browser. In the Navigation Bar this little icon will appear. 

For the time being it’s greyed out, but if you go to a video site like YouTube and you click on a 

video the icon springs to life and starts turning. This gives you the opportunity to download the 

video in one of the available file formats and/or qualities. 

 

For instance in the screenshot you have a choice between .flv and .mp4 and between lower and 

higher resolution. So the quality is obviously lower when you choose the lower resolution, but it 

also means that it needs less computing power. If you select an option a menu will appear: 

http://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/all.html
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If you click on Download a traditional ‘Save as’ window appears. DownloadHelper created a 

dwhelper folder as the default folder. You can change the destination folder in the usual way. If 

you’re not happy with dwhelper as default folder go to the Settings via the menu in the top of 

the extension and change the default folder. 

If the icon stays mute for some reason, it’s a good idea to refresh the page. If that doesn’t do 

the trick choose private mode by using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + Shift + P (in Windows)  of 

Cmd + Shift + P (Mac). 

DownloadHelper works with YouTube, Vimeo and the other websites we mentioned on the first 

page, but quite often you’ll come across a video that can’t be downloaded. In that case you can 

try alternatives like ClipConverter or another Firefox add-on like ‘Easy Youtube Video 

Downloader Express’.  

Managing videos online 
Why are we downloading videos? Isn’t it enough to link to a video on the web?  

Linking definitely has some advantages. For instance, you don’t need space to store the video 

and it makes the loading of an application lighter. But it often takes you away from your working 

environment. And things on the web tend to be a little volatile and broken links are 

demoralising. Also for a teacher it’s a pity if you lose that perfect illustration of what you were 

saying just because somebody else decided that this particular video was superfluous. Plus, not 

all students have the same pc settings. Some have the right players installed and some don’t. A 

link doesn’t make that problem go away. 

The answer to this problem is embedding videos. And it’s a good idea to manage your videos 

online on a site like YouTube. This has 3 main advantages:  

http://www.clipconverter.cc/
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 This central repository makes it easy to embed videos in blogs, websites, ePortfolios, 

authoring tools, learning platforms, … 

 Embedding solves the problems with the file formats and different players. Video sites 

provide the viewer with a built-in player that will convert the file if necessary.  

 You technically ‘own’ the video so you decide what happens to them (We’ll discuss 

copyright later on). 

First of all you will need an account. YouTube is part of Google, so if you have a Google account, 

you can log in with those details. If you haven’t got a Google account, you’ll have to create one. 

Then access your account in the top right corner.  

Click ‘Creator Studio’ and choose the tab that says Video 

Manager. This is the space where you collect all uploaded 

videos. If you’re new to this, the space is empty. To 

upload a video, click on the upload button and browse to 

the file you need. Or use the drag and drop function. 

If you’re working together with several teachers, it is 

advisable to create a shared account. It saves a lot of time 

and avoids everybody uploading the same video time and 

again. If you’re sure the video will stay on YouTube, it’s 

not very useful to put it in the Video Manager, unless you 

want to edit the video. 

 

While YouTube is processing the video, you can make a few choices like: 

 

 Who has access to the video? 

 What tags will you use to describe the video? 

 Does the video belong to a certain playlist? 

  

You can save your changes, but YouTube does it automatically after a few seconds. When 

YouTube is done uploading, you can click on the link it generated. On that page you can play 

your video, but you will also find the code to embed your video on a website, blog, authoring 

tool or learning platform. On YouTube you’ll find this under the video, click Share < Embed 
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If you click Show More, you get a few extra options. You can adjust the size of the video if 

necessary in the drop down menu. Disable ‘Show suggested videos when the video finishes’, 

because you’re never sure what will appear. If you change a setting, it will change the code. 

When you’re ready, copy the code and paste it where you want the video to appear. Sometimes 

you will need the html side of the editor to paste. 

 

 

Adding subtitles 
If you uploaded your video in your YouTube Video Manager, you can use YouTube’s own editor 

to make simple adjustments. Just click edit next to the video thumbnail. 

 

One of the most interesting possibilities in the editor is the option to create Captions. 

Sometimes Google has generated an automatic transcription. The advantage being that the 

captions will appear at more or less the right time. The disadvantage being that the automatic 

transcription is not always accurate to say the least. Once in a while you’re astounded by a 

perfect subtitle, but often it is way of the mark. You’ll always have to revise the text thoroughly. 

That’s why it’s sometimes easier to start from scratch. If you decide to add your own captions, 

click Add new subtitles or CC and choose the correct language. You usually get 3 options: 

 

Transcribe and set timings is ideal when you want to add a transcription, so you’re using the 

same language that is being spoken in the clip. New subtitles or Closed Captions are better 
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when you will subtitle the video, using another language than the one being spoken. For this 

workshop we’ll continue with the transcription. 

 

You’ll see a basic space for typing the transcript. This works pretty well because the clip will 

automatically stop when you are typing. You can also use the space bar to pause and restart the 

video. When you’re ready, click Set timings. This arranges for the text to appear on the right 

moment. It works surprisingly well.  

Always check your track and make adjustments if necessary. Don’t forget to save the changes. 

Setting the timings will take a few minutes. 

When you’re completely satisfied, click publish. Take into account that this kind of post-

production online will take a few minutes.  

Take into account that viewers have to activate the subtitles in the YouTube player, to make 

them visible. 

 

 


